Did You Realize?
Racial Politics is Killing 2A
Dear JPFO Supporter:
The Obama team is larded with vicious gun-haters. They have near dictatorial
power to enact endless numbers of “gun control” measures with little congressional resistance.
If Obama appoints just one new Supreme Court judge, he will be able to erase the Heller Decision
benefits.
The pro-gun movement always urges “Lobby…lobby…lobby.” It will do little good this time.
The Democrats control the House of Representatives. Weak Senate Republicans may fall under the
Obama steam roller. You face a Do or Die challenge. But don’t despair. Here’s why.
We are ramping-up the vital, missing education strategy. One that will quickly break through
all the media double speak -- turning tables in our favor -- in spite of the seemingly overwhelming
odds. The strategy…

Destroy Political Correctness (PC)
and the False Guilt “Pimp Politics” that Fuel it.
For decades, PC has been the smoke screen and whip used against 2A defenders by hatemongering White Liberals and their “PC Pimps” in the Black Community such as: The Reverend
Jesse Jackson, Al Sharpton, and Congressman Bobby Rush. The list goes on and on, not forgetting
Oprah Winfrey and her Hollywood media entourage.
Until now, PC has been the armor protecting them from an accurate and sustained counter-attack
to their lies. With PC they play the phony – but intensely emotional – “Racist” card, greatly intimidating
those supporting 2A. Considering that high profile firearms violence is typically concentrated in Black
urban areas, their “racist” name calling is a fraudulent but still potent threat to 2A.
But we can now strip away their phony PC shield, to expose the “gun control” policies hiding
behind it, exposing them for exactly what they are: LIBERAL RACISM.

No Guns for Negroes
JPFO has been working diligently on a pioneering film to expose the racist roots of “gun control”
pushed by the Obama team.
Entitled No Guns for Negroes, it features a long-time 2A activist in the Black community, who
also represents one of the most highly respected national Black civil rights organizations, he is on the
staff of a prominent Libertarian think tank, and former mayor of a Chicago suburb.

With precision and eloquence the featured speaker reveals…

✓ How “gun control” uniquely punishes honest, law-abiding Blacks.
✓ The hidden facts that many Civil Rights heroes actively exercised their 2A self-defense
rights in the 1960’s and 1970’s to insure the survival and success of the Civil Rights
movement. This made Martin Luther King’s pacifism safe to use.

✓ The tragic consequences for your 2A rights when the PC gang cleverly hides the real
causes of ghetto “Narco Economy” violence -- especially involving children -- behind calls
for draconian “gun control” laws. Laws that would only turn localized crime waves into
a national, blood-soaked plague, as all Americans were left defenseless against swelling
legions of armed, murdering thugs.

✓ A devastating analysis of why Black community leaders:

politicians, police, attorneys, media
figures – even ministers – are constantly pimping for White liberals to keep Blacks and all
other Americans down on the “Gun Control Plantation.”

Nothing like this has ever been made…
Never so urgently needed
Only JPFO has the Guts to Stand Tall and Deliver
The film is about forty percent finished. Fortunately we received a $7,500 contribution
from one member that allowed us to start filming on a crash schedule. Film editing is underway.
As financial resources become available, we can push forward the release date to match the
drastic urgency of the situation.
The film’s impact will be spectacular. Not only in the Black community of some 38 million
who have never heard these truths -- but after seeing the film will be justifiably enraged at their Black
“leaders”. So also will citizens of all races and creeds who have yet not realized the profoundly
dangerous racist roots of “gun control.”
Not until Blacks and other “minorities” stand shoulder-to-shoulder with whites
in defense of 2A will the sinister evils of “gun control” be smashed. Until then,
Black-on-Black “Narco Economy” violence will continue to be the rocket fuel
for policies destined to end in virtual gun confiscation.
Your financial support is needed NOW so this explosive documentary can be rushed on to the
internet to reach millions in just weeks. This is a watershed moment in America. When you support
No Guns for Negroes you share in the creation of a culture changing defense of 2A, enlisting the support
from the 38 million Blacks for the first time. Then, the Obama team will have the true PC problem!
PLEASE realize your generous donation today will help drive a stake through the heart of “Pimp Politics”

and Political Correctness (PC). A systematic marketing campaign to reach Blacks is in active
planning. But again, success hinges on your support. Because of Obama’s control of congress,
we are truly running out of time.
Yours for Liberty,

Aaron S. Zelman,
Executive Director
P.S. You must not tolerate Political Correctness destroying 2A for even one more day.

Yes, I want to help produce – “no

Guns For Negroes!”

Here’s my donation…
_____ $76.00 or more to be listed in the Producers circle and receive four copies of the film.
_____ Do not list me but I am happy to donate $76.00
_____ $50.00 (receive 3 free copies)

_____ $35.00 (receive 2 free copies)

_____ $25.00 (receive 1 free copy)
_____ Yes, list me in the Producers circle. ($76.00 Donation)
Spell my name _________________________________________________________________
Producer’s Circle for businesses including website. $200.00

__________________________________________________________________________
       (Print name and website)

PLEASE DON’T DELAY — DONATE TODAY
Name____________________________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________________________________
City____________________________________ State _____________ Zip Code_______________
Phone_______________________________ Email_______________________________________
Credit Card# _______________________________________________ Expiration_____________
Signature_________________________________________________________________________
Please make check payable to JPFO. Thank You
CALL TODAY OR MAIL THIS FORM WITH PAYMENT TO:
Jews for the Preservation of Firearms Ownership
Post Office Box 270143
Hartford, Wisconsin 53027
262-673-9745 (Office) 262-673-9746 (Fax)
WWW.JPFO.ORG
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